Title word cross-reference

1 [AANLL+20, RCA+21]. 14 [KMW20]. 2 [MNvdS+20, SCK+20a, SCK+20b].
3 [HHGR21]. 2+ [BS20b, LLK+21, YCC+21]. 4 [SMC+20]. α
[BJSOS+20, BJSOS+21, EMEZ+20, FOR+20, GCS+20, SMS+20]. β
[ACPR21, Bog21, EMEZ+20, GL20, GCS+20, HMT+21, MOS+20, MSX+21,
NKS+21]. β2 [SMC+20], Δ [HVPM20, LGB+21], γ
[LTL+20, WTU+21, ZPSS21]. κ [HKK+20]. N [RVNS21, SYW+20].

catenin [HMT+21, NKS+21, GL20]. -dependent [LLK+21]. -integrin
[SMC+20]. -phosphate [HHGR21, RCA+21]. -selection [ACPR21].
terminal [SYW+20]. -terminus [RVNS21]. -Tubulin [FOR+20]. -TuRC
[WTU+21].

calmodulin [YCC+21]. /CK1 [LTL+20].

1 [ANRS+20, AMG+20, CLL+21, HSU+20, PFPB+20, SHBF+20, SSO+20,
STY+20, TRJ+20, XHF+20, ZPŠS21, ZAR+21. 1/Rhotekin [YLH+21].
10/bZIP [LJJ+21]. 11 [HVP20]. 14 [MLQ+21]. 146 [TMG+21]. 170
[HBDC+20]. 19 [CS21b, CS21c, CS21d].

2 [LZZ+21]. 2/3 [LZZ+21]. 2G [GL20].

3 [BLZ+21, FIK+20, LZZ+21, MVM20, YLC+21]. 3-dependent [BD20]. 30
[LMJ+20]. 33 [CM21]. 3D [vLEM+20, MSX+21].

40S [KPA+20, HGK20, KPA+16].

5 [FIK+05]. 5/SPG11/SPG15 [HHGR21].

6 [YJX+20].

A1 [YCC+21]. AAA [JBV+20]. aberrant [ICMM20, KSS+20b, KSS+20c].
Abi1 [QLC+20]. abscession [PZ21]. absence [MPKB+20, Tev20]. Acb1
[CGMC20]. accelerates [RDW+20, YM21]. accretion [RMA21].
acentrosomal [CVT+21]. acetylated [RDL+20]. acetylation [ALPH20].
AChRs [ORCT+20]. acid [ATTF20, TB20a, TTM+21]. acidification
[LRM+20]. act [Dor20, Zar20, ZAR+21]. actin [ALPH20, BCC+21, BB20,
DIJ+21, EYC+20, GSC+20, Gui21, LAH+21, LDH+21, NVPP20, PMB+20,
SHBF+20, SHGG21, VFL20, WB20, YLH+21, YMAS20].

actin/mitochondria [APL+21]. action [MNC20]. activate [FDG+21].
activated [HTL+21]. activates [FCHM20, PKY+20, PZ21]. activating
[PCGB20]. activation
[DH+21, HGN+21, RLK+20, STY+20, VGK+21, ZLS+21]. Active
[CLR+20, Tev20]. activity
[CFD+20, CSS20, DLZ+20, FOR+20, GCNL21, GDB+20, KAH+21, MSH+20,
MPKB+20, PZWW21, RRBB+21, TRJ+20, WB20, ZLS+21].

activity-induced [TRJ+20]. actomyosin
[EJBB+20, FRO+20, KSM+21b, SMS+20, SMC+20, WLM+20]. acts
[KMD20]. acute [CLL+21, YCC+21]. acyl [BBP+20]. Adaptability
[WB21]. adaptations [TW+20, WM+20]. adaptor
[AHY+21, RLS+20, ZSJE+20]. adaptors [SBV+20]. Adding [LC20].

adenomatous [EYC+20]. Adenoviral [DRC+20]. Adherens
[OHY+20, SMS+20]. adhesion [CLL+20, GMB+20, HI21]. adhesions
[RRBW+21, WZT+20]. adhesive [VOR+21]. adipogenesis [APL+21].

AdoMet [BVYW20]. ADP [KSP+21]. ADP-ribose [KSP+21]. adrenal
[MND+20]. adult [LT+20]. Afadin [SMS+20]. affinity [CT+20]. after
[CLL+21, RCH+20]. aging [LJJ+21, LTL+20, PHAM+20, SHGG21]. AIF’s

ALAL [AMG+20]. ALAL-1 [AMG+20]. ALIX [LMRG20]. ALIX-
LMRG20]. ALK4 [GKM+20]. alleviates [SLL+21, SPT+09, SPT+21].
axon [CCV+21, SHBF+20, WLM+20]. axoneme [GVA20]. axons [BS20a, Pro20].


c [RFL20, YSC+21, BZC+21, SYW+20, YSC+02]. c-Myc-induced [YSC+21]. C-shaped [SYW+20]. C-terminal [BZC+21]. C.


cancers [MOS⁺20, VGK⁺21], canonical [AT21, LSD⁺20a]. Can’t [MMC20].
capacity [OZW⁺21]. Caprin1 [KPA⁺16, KPA⁺20]. carbon [RCDMM20].
Cargo [GNML⁺20, AANLL⁺20, SNYA⁺21, SBV⁺20, TEH⁺20, WAK⁺20],
cargoes [ARC20, carriers [BLZ⁺21]. CARTS [WHN⁺21]. cartwheel
[CV⁺21]. Caspase₁₂α [FH⁺20]. cascade [KCP⁺21]. cascades [ZMM⁺20].
Caspase [HTL⁺21]. catastrophe [VZQ⁺21]. catterin
[BJPH⁺20, HMT⁺21, MOS⁺20, NKS⁺21, SMS⁺20, GL⁺20]. cationic
[ATTF20]. caught [Dor20]. causes [KNiY⁺21]. Caveolae
[PKA⁺20, ZAR⁺21]. caveolin [AANLL⁺20, ZAR⁺21]. caveolin-
[ARC20, MSJ⁺20, SRW⁺21]. Caveolin-1 [ZAR⁺21]. cav1n [ZAR⁺21]. CBX2 [BZD⁺20].
-ZMM⁺20, FBR⁺21, GCN21, LD⁺20, RLK⁺20]. CDC42EP5 [FRO⁺20].
CDK1 [HSL⁺20, JMB⁺20]. CDK4 [YJX⁺20]. CDK4/6 [YJX⁺20].
CDK5RAP2 [WMS⁺20]. CDKA [STY⁺20]. CDKD [STY⁺20].
CDK-dependent [STY⁺20]. Cell
[SPRWB⁺20, SH⁺20, AMFW⁺21, AR⁺20, AHvR⁺20, AO⁺20, BCC⁺21, BS⁺20b,
Bog⁺21, CKR⁺20, CM⁺20, DCK⁺20, DYW⁺20, DRC⁺20, EM⁺20, FBR⁺21,
FIK⁺05, FIK⁺20, GMC⁺20, GCN21, HI⁺21, HRS⁺20, KLC⁺20, KSM⁺21b,
KNiY⁺21, LAH⁺21, LDH⁺21, LVMF20, MS⁺20, MHS⁺20, McC21, MMC20,
NYN⁺21, O'D⁺20a, OHY⁺20, PGDD20, PW⁺20, POL⁺20, RWS⁺20,
RSWP⁺20, Sea⁺21, SLES₂₀, SBBJ₂₁, TNC⁺20, Tev⁺20, TMG⁺21, TWT⁺20, WB⁺20,
WD⁺20, WM⁺20, XHF⁺20, YMH⁺20, YLC⁺21, ZLS⁺21, ZP⁺21, vLEM⁺20].
cell-to-cell [BS⁺20b]. cells [ACPR⁺21, BDR⁺20, BHS⁺21, BG⁺21, BDD⁺20,
CKR⁺20, CTZTL⁺21, CV⁺21, Dri⁺20, DMR⁺20, DLK⁺21, GNL⁺20, HYL⁺20,
JRGH⁺21, KRH⁺20, LW⁺20a, MHN⁺20, MND⁺20, MA⁺20, MMC⁺20, MS⁺21,
PD⁺20, SCB⁺20, VZQ⁺21, WBNH⁺21, YSR⁺21, ZVM⁺20, dCS⁺21].
cellular
[FMY⁺21, GH⁺20, KSM⁺21b, KRH⁺20, MLQ⁺21, PKA⁺20, VTL⁺20, WBR⁺20].
CENP [ARC20, MS⁺20, SRW⁺21]. CENP-A [MS⁺20]. CENP-F
[ARC20]. center [O'D⁺20a]. centers [CLR⁺20]. central [SBEB⁺20]. centrin
[RVNS21]. Centriole [CYH⁺21, WMS⁺20, CXW⁺21, IWI⁺21, NP⁺21,
PKD⁺20, PSC⁺20, TWH⁺21, VHPP⁺20, VDC⁺20].
Centriole-independent [WMS⁺20]. centrioles [KSS⁺20c, KSS⁺20b].
Centromere [LZ⁺20, BDD⁺20, CD⁺21]. Centromere-localized [LZ⁺20].
centromeres [DCK⁺20]. Centromeric [CTZTL⁺21, FOR⁺20]. Centrosome
[Zar⁺20, AHQ⁺20, MTR⁺20, OZW⁺21]. centrosome-linker [AHQ⁺20].
Centrosome-localized [Zar⁺20]. centrosomes [RLF⁺20, VDC⁺20].
CEP164C [ATS⁺21]. CEP192 [CYH⁺21]. CEP55 [ZBY⁺21]. Cep57
[IWI⁺21]. Cep57L1 [IWI⁺21]. cerevisiae [FDA⁺20]. CFTR [HVP⁺20].
CGRP [LYS⁺20, GKF⁺20]. chain [MLL⁺20, TSL⁺20]. chains
[Ike⁺20, SNN⁺20]. changes [MTR⁺20, RLK⁺20]. channel [LLL⁺20, VOR⁺21].
channeling [PKH⁺20]. channels [WLBS⁺20]. chaperone [EZB⁺20].
[ACPR21, BP20, CSS20, HL21, JMB+20, PKY+20, PZ21]. Chk2 [PZ21].
Chlamydomonas [LLW+20]. Chm7 [TTM+21]. CHMP7 [PSS+20].
cholesterol [LWD+21, WHH+21]. chromatid [RDL+20]. chromatin
[MSJ20, SBEB20]. chromosomal [BZD20, RDW+20]. Chromosome
[INM+21, TP20, CML20, CSOG+20, LZC+20, PCGB20, SPL+20, WLBS20].
Chromosomes [GNL+20, SPRWB20, Tev20, WDJ+21]. cilia [DSG21, FY20,
GSC+20, GVA20, LLW+20, MND+20, SN20, SCL+21, ZBY+21]. Ciliary
[SvDSW+20, FDG+21, MKD+21, NYN+21]. ciliogenesis
[AT21, PKD+20, PRB+20]. circadian [KKPH+21]. cis [BLZ+21].
cis-SNARE [BLZ+21]. Citrullination [GSB+20]. CK1 [LTL+20].
CLASP2 [GOR+20]. Class [BJSOS+20, BJSOS+21, EZB+20, LLBC+20].
clathrin
[CCFN+20, CS20, CMM+20, HSU+20, MLL+20, PHMD20, RLS+20].
clothrin-coated [CS20]. clathrin-mediated
[CMM+20, HSU+20, PHMD20]. Cleaning [SMK20]. clearance [ICMM20].
CLIP [HBDC+20]. CLIP-170 [HBDC+20]. clocks [GH20]. close [HL21].
Closer [GY20]. closure [MLS20, PSS+20]. clusterin [SMK20]. clustering
[ORCT+20]. clusters [BTF+20]. coactivator [ANRS+20]. coat
[SNYA+21, SLH+20b]. coated [CS20, MLL+20]. code [ALPH20]. coenzyme
[BBP+20]. coherence [KRH+20]. cohesin [RDL+20, SPL+20]. cohesion
[CCFN+20, RDL+20]. coli [EYC+20]. collaboration [LRL+20]. collar
[SNYA+21]. collateral [CYL+20]. Collective [KIV+20, BCC+21, EM20].
colorectal [MOS+20]. combinations [DJ+21]. Combinatorial [SLH+20b].
combine [AH20b]. common [WDL+20, WM20]. Communicating
[LVMFL20]. compartment [AFB+20, ESX+20]. compartments
[CCFN+20]. compete [BM+20]. competence [HGK20]. Competition
[LLW+21]. complements [RWSZ+20]. complete [GSP+20]. Completion
[WKX+21]. complex [ATTF20, BZD+21, BLZ+21, Goc20, HHGR21,
HLGD20, HLT+21, HHD+20, HCK+20, KM20, LDH+21, LZZ+21, LW20b,
MRG+20, NKS+21, SLL+21, SYW+20, Tα21, WBB+21, YLC+21, XZW+20].
complexes [CPC+20, CLH21, CLH+20, CWAT20, GG20, KPA+16, KPA+20,
KST+21, SGN+20, TKK+20, YM21]. complexity [RCDSM20].
components [BS20a, HCK+20, ZPSS21]. composition
[BB20, WBB+21, YZW+20]. Computational [KST+21]. condensate
[MKO+21]. condensate-organized [MKO+21]. condensates
[GMC+20, SCB+20]. condensation [KPA+16, KPA+20]. condensin
[PCGB20]. condensin-dependent [PCGB20]. condensing [SPRB20].
conditions [SHG21]. cone [SHBF+20]. Confounding [PHA20].
congression [PCGB20]. connections [SvDSW+20]. connects [TMG+21].
connexin [KIV+20]. connexin-43 [KIV+20]. connexins [LRL+20].
consensus [Bur21]. Conserved [BYYW20, VFL20, AAF+20, GDB+20].
constitute [AHvR+20]. constrain [WB20]. constriction [BJAR+21].

degradative delay [VOR+21]. Delaying [HL21]. delivers [KB21]. deliver
[GLGL+21, MRD21]. delta [BJPH+20]. delta-catenin [BJPH+20].
dendrite [BJPH+20, HKK+20]. dendrites [BS20b, KA+21]. Dendritic
[LAH+21, BS20b, YCC+21]. Deorphanizing [KSS+20a]. dependent
[ANRS+20, AANLL+20, AI+21, BD20, CCV+21, CLL+21, DLZ+20, GKFR20,
HVP20, INM+21, KWb+20, LM20, LLA+21, LLK+21, LYS+20, MV20, OKH+20,
PHMD20, PCGB20, SBE20, STY+20, YZW+20, ZSJE20]. dephosphorylates [QLC+20]. deploys [HYX+20]. depolymerization
[SHG21]. deposition [AANLL+20]. derived
[BLZ+21, CMM+20, ESX+20, MYK+20, MYK+21]. Design [dCS+21].
d[CS+21]. detection [WBR+20]. detrimental [CWZ+20]. detyrosination
[FOR+20]. Deubiquitinases [CM21]. deubiquitylase
[CHPF+21a, CHPF+21b]. Developing [ACPR21, LLC+20, WKK+21].
development [BJPH+20, GKM+20, GMIC+20, JBV+20, KKN+21, LW20a,
RWSZ+20, SCB+20]. Developmental [YMAS20, Let20]. Different
differentiation [KKPH+21, MFC+20, PDW+20]. diffusion [CLR+20].
dimer [SYW+20]. dimerization [YZY+20]. diminish [BJR+21]. dimmer
[Sea21]. diphosphatase [BBP+20]. Direct
t[TTM+21, CYL+20, JGN+20, WDL+20]. directing [TEH+20]. directs
[WDJ+21, ZM20]. disassembly
[AHQ20, MTR+20, SBV+20, YLH+21, ZBY+21]. discrete
[BTF+20, BDD20, CEM+20]. discriminate [DCS+20]. disease
[KPG20, PGDD21, TF20]. diseases [HKK+20]. disinhibition [HKK+20].
disjunction [AHQ20]. displaces [VHPP+20]. display [YP+21]. disrupts
[MPKB+20]. dissipate [LS20b]. distal [VHPP+20]. distance [DY21].
Distinct [LR+20, CLH+21, WDL+20, YMAS20]. distribution
[LL+20, LWD+21, PKH+20, ZMS+20]. divergent [HYX+20]. diverse
[VT+20]. division [CCH+21, MBD+20, RSWP20, SPRW20, Tev20].
DNA [CWZ+20, ITM+21, KSP+21, LLA+21, MRL+21, MSH+20, MV20,
MFC+20, MMC20, PDW+20, SSHC21, SBJ21, SGW+20]. DNA-PK-AKT
[MRL+21]. DNase [PZWW21]. does [SNY+21]. domain
[BS20a, CMM+20, DLZ+20, FWP+20, HSK20, SYW+20, YZY+20, ZLS+21,
ZVM+20]. Don [BW20]. downregulating [BZD+21]. downstream
[AHR+20, KMD20, RLK+20]. DRG [LYS+20, GKFR20]. drive
d[DJ+21, SHGG21, SLH+20b, ZXW+20]. driven [AANLL+20, SLL+21].
drives
[GLGL+21, JMC+20, LC20, MS20, VFL20, WLBS20, YCC+21, vLE+20].
droplet [Cas21, CYR+21, CEM+20, DZA+20, Goo20, RE20]. droplets
[CT20, DZA+20, DY21, SOT+21]. Drosophila
[BCC+21, FY20, LTL+20, PKD+20, SLES20]. DRP [CLL+21].
DRP-1-dependent [CLL+21]. Drp1 [OCB+21]. Drp1-mediated
E-cadherin [HVP20]. E-catenin [SMS20]. E3
[BMM20, DMR20, TSL20]. E4orf4 [DRC20]. early
[CCFN20, MYK20, MYK21, RWSZ20, SCK20a, SCK20b]. earmark
[SNN20]. Easy [LM21]. Eating [Yam21, GG20]. EB1 [KMW20]. ebb
[ASC20]. ECM [AANL20, PPFB20]. Ecm29 [LLC20].
Ecm29-mediated [LLC20]. ectodomain [GSP20]. ectopic [MKO21].
[ZLS21]. effectors [CCV21]. effects [KSM21b].
efficacy [WAOS21]. efficiency [LAH21]. efficient [KMW20, SBBJ21].
EGF [CHZ20]. EGFR [LGB21]. egress [RCA21, dCTOG20].
Electron [GVA20, PM20]. elegans
[DPM20, HCK20, JBV20, LMJ20, RCH20, TP20]. Elimination
[AMFW21]. elongated [KSS20b, KSS20c]. elongation
[RMA21, YMAS20]. embryo [JBV20, MS20]. embryonic [JRGH21].
Emergence [ALPH20]. enables [FDA21, HRS20]. encoded
[KLC20, dCS21]. encounter [HL21]. end [RDIL20, SHGG21].
Endocytic [MLQ21]. YLH21]. endocytosis
[CMM20, EM20, GMIC20, PHM20, TOL20, ZSJE20]. Endophilin
[YCC21]. Endosomal
[CMM21, BBP20, GCS20, GMB20, SPT20, SPT21]. Endos
[LKW21]. etosomal [GLGL21, KKN21, OKH20]. endosome
[BLZ21, MYK20, MYK21, PWV20, Sea21, YLH21].
Endosome-associated [YLH21]. endosome-derived
[BLZ21, MYK20, MYK21]. endosome-to-cell [Sea21]. endosomes
[MVM20]. endothelial [CKM20]. ends [Gui21]. engagement [IWI21].
egeneer [BTA20]. enhanced [MRL21]. enhances [EZB20]. ensure
[IWI21, JMB20, MKO21, YLH21]. ensures
[CSOG20, FCCH21, HGG20]. Entosis [AIvR20]. entroctin [RFL20].
envelope [Köh21, LSD20a, LW20b, LD20, PSS20, TTM21, WLBS20].
environment [ZAR21]. enzyme [JBV20]. EPH [KSM21b].
EPF/EPHRIN [KSM21b]. EPHecting [MC21]. EPHRIN [KSM21b].
epidermal [BHS21]. epigenetic [BHS21, CD21]. epigenetically
[DCK20]. epithelial [AR20, BRB20, DDD20, DCS20, DYW20,
FBR+21, GY20, MDV+21, OHY+20, QLC+20, WB20, vLEM+20.
ER-mitochondria [CCH+21].  ERAD [TSL+20].  ERdj8
[hYKO+20a, hYKO+20b].  ERM [RCA+21, ZLS+21].  ERM-guided
[RCA+21].  Ernst [TB20b].  erosion [VZQ+21].  error
[DKCT21, FOR+20, RFL20].  error-free [RFL20].  escape [CWAT20].
ESCRT [LMRG20, LSD+20a, TTM+21, WLBS20, YZW+20].
ESCRT-dependent [YZW+20].  ESCRT-III [WLBS20].
ESCRT-III-dependent [LMRG20].  ESCRTs [LD20].  essential [CLZ+20].
establish [CEM+20].  estrogen [ANRS+20].  estrogen-dependent
[ANRS+20].  evasion [AMG+20].  eviction [SPRWB20].  Evidence
dPM+20].  evoked [BS20b].  Evolving [CS20].  exchange [BRB+20].
extiratory [LLC+20].  exclusion [TeV20].  exit
[CBC+20, GCNL21, MTR+20, SNY+21].  Exocyst [RLK+20].  exocytosis
[PWW+20].  Exosomal [MNC20, AANL+20, WAK+20].  exosomes
[LMRG20].  expansion [SPT*09, SPT*21].  Exploring [MRA20].  export
[HVPM20].  expression [KVG+20, TRJ+20, WHA20].  extend
[AH20b, LMJ+20, WB20, WBH+21].  extracellular
[GKFR20, GKM+20, ICMM20, LYS+20, SMK20, WDB+21].  extraordinary
[VM21].  extraversation [SMC+20].  extrusion [AHr+20].
F  [ARCM20, APL+21, YLH+21].  F-actin  [APL+21, YLH+21].
F-actin/mitochondria  [APL+21].  F508 [HVPM20].  facilitates
[AH20a, PLL+21, CWX+21, JMB+20, RFL20, WLM+20].  facilitating
[DHB+21].  Factors [LSD+20a, BTF+20, WDL+20, WHA20, YMAS20].
FAM19A  [KSS+20a].  Fam20C  [HBS+20].  family  [MVM20].  Farquhar
[SS20].  fascin  [PLL+20].  fast  [MV20].  fast-tracks  [MV20].  faster
[RMA21].  fate  [BHS+21, DCK+20].  Fbxo42  [BZD+21].  features  [CLH+20].
feedback  [FCHM20].  feedforward  [LJJ+21].  feeds  [BD20].  feet  [GY20].
female  [TP20].  FER  [LGB+21].  fertilization  [RCH+20].  FG
[CPC+20, Dor20].  FG-nucleoporins  [CPC+20, Dor20].  FGD1  [ZMMM+20].
FGD1/CDC42 [ZMMM+20].  FIB  [MSX+21].  FIB-SEM  [MSX+21].  fibers
[LS20b, SD20].  fibrinogen  [LM21, WAOS+21].  fibroblast  [JML+21].
fibronectin  [BJS+20, BJS+21].  fibrotic  [CHZ+20].  fidelity
[CSOG+20, FMY+21, INM+21, LZC+20, MKO+21, Zar20].  filament
[Gui21, SHGG21].  filamentous  [PMB+20].  filopodia
[DJI+21, JGN+20, LC20, PLL+20].  filopodial  [BMM+20].  final  [HL21].
finds  [CD21].  fine  [AFB+20, GL20, LLW+21].  fine-tunes
[AFB+20, GL20, LLW+21].  FIP200  [SYW+20].  firehose  [PH20].  Fission
[AGW+20, MSC+20].  FIT2  [BBF+20, CYR+21].  flagella  [ATS+21].
flagellum  [ATS+21].  flies  [O'D20b].  flow  [ASC20, MVM20].  fluorescence
[WBR+20].  flux  [AAF+20, GOR+20].  fly  [AR20, EJBB+20, HKK+20].
FMNL2  [PLL+20].  FMR1  [WAK+20].  FMRP  [RFL20].  focal
folding [WB21]. Food [H21]. force
[ALC+20, BJR+21, LSD20b, SvDSW+20, WZtM+20]. force-independent
[ALC+20]. force-responsive [SvDSW+20]. forces [DPM+20]. fork
[DMR+20, RDW+20]. form [ACPR21, RMA21, SOT+21]. formation
[AII+21, DJI+21, DY21, GSC+20, JMC+20, MKO+21, MPVD+21, OTOF21,
OHY+20, SMIH+20, TRJ+20, WTS+21, hYKO+20a, hYKO+20b,
ZMM+20, ZXW+20]. forming [CYR+21]. fragment [LLR20].
fragmentation [HRS+20]. fragments [WLBS20]. free [MLvdL+21, RFL20].
friend [SLM20, VM21]. Function
[HLGD20, Tcv20, BJPH+20, BDK21, CLH21, DSG21, FRO+20, GNL+20,
GVD+20a, GVD+20b, HHT+20, KAH+21, MRG+20, WTU+21]. functions
[DACG+21, KSP+21, NVPP20, VOR+21, WDB+21, YW21]. fundamentals
[GH20]. FUNDCl [CCH+21]. FUS [CHZ+20, LLA+21]. FUS-dependent
[LLA+21]. fuse [RCH+20]. Fusion
[FCT+20, AGW+20, MS20, WLBS20, XZJ+21]. FXR1 [SCB+20].

G [MHS+20, YZY+20]. G1 [BTF+20]. G1/S [BTF+20]. G3BP
[KPA+16, KPA+20]. GABA [LLC+20, Let20]. GAK [HSU+20]. garbage
[Let20]. GAS2L1 [AHQ20]. GDPGP1 [SSO+20, SLM20]. GDPGP1/mcp
[SSO+20]. Gene
[KVG+20, RDW+20, SSO+20, WHA20]. generate [ZAR+21]. generation
[BJR+21, WZtM+20]. genes [FHM+20]. Genetically [KLC+20, dCS+21].
genome [BZD20, KSM+21a]. geometries [WBH+21]. germ
[MHN20, SBBJ21]. Giant [CYL+20]. Giantin [SBL+21]. Gigamesh
[LTL+20]. Gish [LTL+20]. Gist [SSB20]. gland [MND+20]. GlcNAC
[YM21]. glial [CVT+21, KNiY+21]. glioblastoma [KCP+21]. globally
[Zar20]. GLUT4 [CCFN+20]. glycine [RCDMM20]. glyocalyx [BW20].
glycogen [SSO+20, SLM20]. glycoprotein [LLW+20]. Go [Yam21, ASC20].
Godinho [O’D20a]. Golgi [GVD+20a, Bur21, GPL+21, GVD+20b, NSB+21,
PFPB+20, SBV+20, WHN+21, Yam21, ZS21]. Golgi-associated [SBV+20].
GORASPs [GVD+20a, GVD+20b]. governs [hYKO+20a, hYKO+20b].
GPCRs [SNN20]. gradient [EMEZ+20]. GRAF2 [HVP20]. Granular
[Bog21]. granule
[BVYY20, KPA+16, KPA+20, MYK+20, MYK+21, POL+20]. granules
[FMY+21, FPMS+21, MMSP20, YPM+21]. GRASP55 [ZS21]. GRASP65
growth [KCP+21, MLS20, SHBF+20]. GTP [AII+21]. GTP-dependent
[AII+21]. GTPase [KRS21, LD20]. GTPases [HHGR21, RLK+20].
guidance [BMM+20]. guided [RCA+21].

H [SGN+20]. H-zone [SGN+20]. head [LLW+20]. hair [LLW+20].
Hand [GY20]. Haspin [HHT+20, PKY+20]. HDAC6 [ORCT+20]. head
[HKG20]. heat [KPG20, Pic20, TF20]. heat [CLL+21, FAS+21]. heavy
[MLL+20, TSL+20]. **Hedgehog**
[MLD+21, AT21, DOL20, FGD+21, LLW+21, PRB+20]. height [WB20].
helices [ZY21], helix [CT20], hemichannels [KIV+20]. Hemidesmosomes
[WZtM+20]. **Heparan** [ICM20, SMK20]. herniations [TTM+21],
heterogeneity [LW20a, NGG+20, SRV+21], heterotrimeric [MHS+20].
High [FMY+21, KHF+20, WAOS+21, YSR+21]. High-content [YSR+21].
High-efficacy [WAOS+21]. High-fidelity [FMY+21]. High-speed
[KHF+20]. **Hippo** [DYW+20, JMC+20, RSWP20]. HLH [LMJ+20].
**HLH-30** [LMJ+20], hnRNP [TRJ+20]. home [CD21], homeostasis
[BBP+20, CSM+21, LTL+20]. homologous [MSH+20]. Hongyuan [Cas21].
human [ANRS+20, BDD20, CCFN+20, CZTL21, MFC+20, MPVD+21,
VZQ+21, WTU+21]. hybrids [SSHC21]. Hydroxylated [HSSK20]. hypoxia
[CCH+21]. hypoxia-induced [CCH+21].

**I-band** [SGN+20]. Identification [HČK+20], identifies [DSMB20].
identity [TMG+21]. **IGF1** [LJJ+21], **1gf2** [KKPH+21]. II
[yLHW+20, PKY+20]. III [LMRG20, WLBS20]. **IL1R** [DACG+21]. Image
[KSM+21a, SHA20]. Image-based [KSM+21a, SHA20]. imaging
[KHF+20, NGG+20, SSHC21, YSR+21]. imaging-based [YSR+21].
immediate [ZS21]. immune [AMG+20, DSG21, LJJ+21, NS20].
immunological [ACPR21, BB20, LAH+21, WM20]. impact [ZS21].
impairs [FOR+20]. import [MOS+20, YTH+20]. important
[LLA+21, PRB+20, SCB+20]. importin [EMEZ+20], inactivation
[TKK+20]. **INCENP** [PZ21]. incompletely [PDW+20]. increasing
[BTJ+20, McC21]. Independent [BS20a, ALC+20, BRB+20, LSD+20a,
OCB+21, SMHH+20, SOT+21, TNC+20, VFL20, WMS+20]. independently
[OZW+21, SPT+09, SPT+21, TNLFP20]. Individual [LSD20b]. induce
[AHQ20, DRC+20, KMD20]. induced
[CCH+21, CLZ+20, FCT+20, FIK+05, FIK+20, HBDC+20, Ike20, ITM+21,
KIV+20, KHFK+20, TRJ+20, YSC+21, YSC+02]. induces
[BZD20, EMEZ+20, FWP+20, NYN+21]. inducible [WA20]. inducing
[RDW+20]. Induction [MPVD+21]. inductive [RWSZ+20]. infection
[SCK+20b, SCK+20a]. **inflammasome** [DHB+21, SLH+20a].
**Inflammasomes** [MNC20]. inflammation [HTL+21, WM20, WAK+20].
influences [BW20]. inheritance [MSJ20]. inhibiting [YSC+02, YSC+21].
Inhibition
[EZB+20, FIK+05, HGN+21, HTL+21, MVM20, TOL+20, FIK+20].
inhibitor [CMM+20]. inhibits [FBR+21, RDL+20, ZLS+21]. initial
[AH20a, TOL+20]. initiate [CEM+20, LZZ+21]. initiates
[AT21, FCT+20, RWSZ+20]. initiation [BDR20, LLA+21]. initiations
[CWX+21]. Inner [MSJ20, OCB+21, SOT+21, TNLFP20]. **Imp1**
[HHD+20, KWD+20]. **Imp1-dependent** [KWD+20]. insights [YZY+20].
instability [BZD20, Gui21]. insulin [Bog21, GSP+20, LJJ+21].
insulin/IGF1 [LJJ+21]. intact [GVA20]. integrin
[BJROS+20, BJROS+21, CLH+20, GDB+20, SMC+20]. integrins [LRL+20]. integrity [CWAT20, DDD+20, GMIC+20, MPKB+20, MDV+21]. interacting [GMB+20]. interaction
[JMC+20, LLBC+20, NvGK20, SBL+21, TF20]. intraflagellar [DLSL20]. intrinsic [GKM+20, NS20]. invadopodia
[AO20, PZW21, SPS+20, ZMMM+20]. invadomes [VOR+21]. invaginations [WBB+21]. invasion


mechanosensory [SCL+21]. mechanotransducers [DCS+20].
mechanotransduction [BB20]. mediate

[HVPM20, HHGR21, KPA+16, KPA+20, KSP+21, RWSZ+20, YMH+20].
mediated [AHQ20, BJSOS+20, BJSOS+21, yLHW+20, CMM+20, CHZ+20, CSOG+20, DHB+21, EZB+20, HSU+20, KKPH+21, LLC+20, LJJ+21, NSB+21, OTOF21, OCB+21, PWW+20, PHMD20, SN20, SGW+20, VGG+21, VZQ+21, WAOS20, ZLS+21]. mediates [CCFN+20, CKM+20, DLZ+20, FY20, ITM+21, MDB+20, MOS+20, dCTOG+20]. meeting [MS20].

drois [CLR+20, DPM+20, STY+20, TP20]. meiotic [BHK20, CML20].

delocyan [BZ20b]. Membrane
[AO20, MS20, SPT+09, AHY+21, CSM+21, CWAT20, CM21, DLZ+20, EYC+20, FCT+20, FWP+20, HHD+20, KWdB+20, MND+20, MSL20, OCB+21, PZW21, PPG21, RCH+20, SOT+21, SBV+20, TNLPF20, WHN+21, WAOS20, YZW+20, ZMS+20, ZSJE20, SPT+21].

membrane-anchored [AHY+21]. membrane-bound [PZW21].
membranes [LLLR20, TTM+21], mentor [VM21]. mesenchymal
[DCS+20]. metabolic [PKH+20]. metabolism

[SSO+20, SLM20, TMG+21, WYG+20]. metabolite [BVY20]. morphase


[BVPM20]. MICOS [TNLPF20]. microautophagy [YZW+20].

microenvironment [NS20], micropatterning [LM21, WAOS+21].

microscopy [MLvdL+21, WBR+20]. Microtubule
[FDA21, Mer21, ARCM20, AH+21, CRZ+21, CVT+21, DKCT21, EMEZ+20, GOR+20, HBDC+20, JBV+20, MRL+21, MDB+20, MSX+21, NYN+21, OZW+21, ORCT+20, PMB+20, SHBF+20, STY+20, VFL+20].

microtubule-independent [VFL20]. microtubule-nucleating [OZW+21].

microtubule-severing [JBB+20]. Microtubules [KRH+20, MA20, RMA21, TEH+20, CYL+20, EYC+20, Gar21, KLC+20, RLS+20, WDJ+21]. Mid1

[MSC+20]. midbody [HL21]. midgut [LTL+20]. migrating [KRH+20].
migration [BCC+21, EJBB+20, FRO+20, GY20, LDH+21, OHY+20, RCA+21, TEH+20, YLC+21]. mimics [CPC+20]. miR [TMG+21].

miR-146 [TMG+21]. miRNA [WAK+20]. miRNAs [MNC20]. Miro
[GSLS+21], mitigate [LW20b]. Mitochondria

[TF20, ASC20, APL+21, CCH+21, ESX+20, GSLH+21, IKe20].

Mitochondrial [AH20b, CWZ+20, HRS+20, LMJ+20, AGW+20, CCH+21, CLL+21, ESX+20, MRG+20, TNLPF20, YKK+20]. mitochondrial-derived
[ESX+20]. Mitophagy [IKe20, KPG20, OCB+21, YKK+20]. mitosis

[HHT+20, KSS+20b, KSS+20c, RLS+20, RFH20, VHPP+20]. Mitotic

[YTH+20, CML20, CSS20, DDD+20, FOR+20, FDA21, GCNL21, GNL+20, INM+21, LKW+21, MKO+21, MTR+20, MDV+21, SMHH+20, VZZ+21, WMS+20, Zar20]. mix [LC20]. MKLP2 [SBE20]. MKLP2-dependent
[SBE20]. MLF2 [RLV+20]. MMP [PWW+20, SPS+20]. MMP14
[HVM20]. MMPs [PPB+20]. model [CT20]. models [CS20, HK+20].


Q [TRJ+20]. Quality [HGK20, MMSP20, SBBJ21]. Quantification [MLvdL+21].

Rab [KCP+21]. Rab11 [ESB+21, WDB+21]. Rab18 [GMB+20]. Rab2 [GPL+21]. Rab40 [LDH+21]. Rab7 [XZJ+21]. Rab8 [HVP+20]. Rab8/10/11 [HVP+20]. Rac1 [ESB+21]. Rac1-PAK1 [ESB+21]. RAD54
[MSH+20]. Radial [WLM+20, CVT+21, KNY+21]. radiation [FCT+20].
radiation-induced [FCT+20]. raft [KHFK+20]. Rag [HHR+21]. Range
[MND+20]. RanGTP [EME+20]. Rapid [ZS+21]. Rashomon [HLGD+20].
rate [BJ+21], ratio [DS+20]. Rcd4 [PKD+20]. Rcr1 [ZSJE+20].
Reactive [CGB+20, VOR+21]. reality [WBR+20]. arrangements
[BZD+20]. rebuilding [C+21]. receptor
[AFB+20, CFD+20, CHZ+21, GLGL+20, GSP+20, ICMM+20, VKG+21].
receptors [PPG+21]. Recognition [SSH+21, AHY+21]. recombination
[MSH+20]. reconstitution [FMY+21]. reconstitutions [WTU+21].
reconstruction [LLR+20, MSX+21]. recruit [CYH+21]. recruited
[BDD+20]. recruitment [HHR+21, KSP+21, MSR+20, PGD+20, WDJ+21].
recruits [ATTF+20]. recycles [SPS+20]. recycling
[LGB+21, MLQ+21, Sca+21, YLH+21]. Reduced [LJJ+21, BRB+20].
reference [SHA+20]. regions [BDD+20]. regrowth
[YMAS+20]. regulate
[AGW+20, BM+20, CFD+20, CCV+21, CT+20, DSLP+20, GKM+20, Let20,
LWD+21, LZZ+21, MHS+20, NVPP+20, XHF+20, YLC+21, YJX+20].
Regulated [AFB+20, MTR+20, PSS+20, RFL+20]. regulates
[AAF+20, ATS+21, APL+21, DCK+20, DDD+20, DHB+21, DZA+20, DY+21,
FAS+21, GCNL+21, GSB+20, GPL+21, GCS+20, GMB+20, HSSK+20, HBS+20,
HYL+20, JBV+20, JRGH+21, KKN+21, KSM+21, LTL+20, LLK+21,
LDH+21, LD+20, ORCT+20, OHY+20, PFPB+20, PLL+20, POL+20, RE+20,
SMS+20, SHBF+20, SSO+20, SPL+20, SMC+20, Tar21, YTH+20, YZW+20].
regulating [XZ+21]. Regulation
[NSB+21, PPG+21, YW+21, AANL+20, BVY+20, CML+20, ESB+21,
KKPH+21, PHMD+20, PRB+20, WYG+20, WHA+20, ZSJE+20]. regulator
[AMG+20, JML+21]. regulators [BZC+21]. regulatory [DJ+21]. related
[AAF+20]. relationships [KST+21]. relative [DKT+21]. relaxation
[yLH+20]. release [CRZ+21, CSOG+20, GKR+20, JMB+20, LLK+21,
LYS+20, PGD+20, POL+20]. releases [SPL+20]. Relief [ALC+20]. relies
[WMS+20]. remarkable [WM+20]. remodeling
[CLZ+20, GLGL+21, LD+20, MNH+20, WKK+21]. removal
[yLH+20, SNN+20]. reovirus [dCTO+20]. repair
[CS+21, HRS+20, LLA+21, MRL+21, MSH+20]. replication
[CWZ+20, CLZ+20, ITM+21, MV+20, MNC+20, PD+20, RDW+20]. Reply
[LYS+20]. reproducibility [LVM+20]. reprogrammed [PD+20].
repurposed [RLS+20]. request [Köf+21]. require [GKR+20, LYS+20].
required [CSM+21, Gar21, HRS+20, KMW+20, LZA+20, PSC+20, SBL+21,
SBBJ+21, TRJ+20]. requirement [CML+20, PKD+20]. requires
[BZC+21, SLES+20, SPRWB+20]. rescue [HBDC+20]. research
[CS+21, O′D+20]. reshapes [MHN+20]. resistance [TMG+21]. resolved
[MKD+21]. response [ATTF+20, FAS+21, GCS+20, HYX+20, MKD+21,
MFC+20, PKA+20, SPT+09, SGW+20, YCC+21, SPT+21]. responses
[GSB+20, ITM+21, LLC+20]. responsive [SSO+20, SvDS+20]. restrict


TKS5 [ZMM+20]. TMEM41B [LWD+21]. tomography [PMB+20].
toolbox [MRG+20, NvGK20]. Topoisomerase [PKY+20, SBBJ21].
Topological [CLH+20]. TORC1 [CLH21, TKK+20, YZW+20]. Torsin
[RLV+20]. track [GH20, MRG+20]. Tracking [Cas21]. tracks [MV20].
traffic [CCFN+20, HSU+20, WDB+21]. trafficking [CFD+20, FCCH21, KKN+21, LRM+20, MYK+20, MYK+21, PFP+20, WLM+20, YMH+20].
traits [WM20]. transform [GFL+21]. trans-Golgi [GFL+21]. transbilayer
[KHK+20]. transcription
[ANRS+20, BTF+20, CZTL21, DHB+21, SLL+21]. transcriptional
[HYX+20, JML+21]. transduction [KHFK+20]. transformation
[YSC+02, YSC+21]. transients [BS20b, GKF20, LYS+20]. transition
[AR20, DCS+20, QVA+20, SLES+20]. translation
[AH20b, APL+21, LMJ+20, MMSP20]. translocation [CHZ+20, OTOF21].
Transmembrane [OTOF21, AHY+21, ZY21]. transmission [CWZ+20].
transport [BS20a, BLZ+21, BBC+20, DSLP20, FPMS+21, KRS21, LLBC+20, LRL+20, NvGK20, RP21, SBE20, YM21]. Traub [AO21].
TRCky [MRD21]. treatment [PHAM+20]. tricks [MMC20]. trigger
[DACG+21]. triggers [ALC+20, CGBM20, KRS21, NPdC+21, VTL+20].
TRIM37 [MKO+21]. TRPA1 [LYS+20, GKF20]. TRPA1-dependent
[LYS+20, GKF20]. Trpml [EJB+20]. TRPV4 [VOR+21]. Truly [CD21].
TSA [DSMB20]. TSA-MS [DSMB20]. TUBGCP6 [PSC+20]. tubular
Tubulin [FOR+20, ALI+21, RMA21]. tubulogenesis [YMH+20]. Tumor
[LLBC+20, AHvR+20, DRC+20, GSC+20, NS20]. tumor-intrinsic [NS20].
tumor-suppressive [AHvR+20]. tunes [AFB+20, GL20, LLW+21]. tuning
[EM20]. tunnels [PF21]. TuRC [WTU+21]. turnover
[NGG+20, NSB+21, VDC+20]. Twinfilin [SHGG21]. two [LLW+21]. type
[SBL+21, DLK+21]. Tyramide [DSMB20]. tyrosinated [KLC+20].

ubiquitin
[AHY+21, BMM+20, Iko+20, WB21, YZW+20, ZSJE20, DLSL20, SN20].
ubiquitin- [YZW+20]. ubiquitin-pro teaseosome [WB21]. ubiquitination
[OCB+21, YKK+20, dCS+21]. Ubiquitous [PZWW21]. UBR [TSL+20].
ULK [SYW+20]. ULK1 [LZZ+21]. unaffected [BJSOS+20, BJSOS+21].
unconventional [CGBM20]. underlie [MTR+20]. unfolded
[SPT+09, SPT+21, TSL+20]. Ungewickell [TB20b]. Union [KB21]. unique
[ZAR+21]. units [ZXW+20]. Untangling [HH+20]. unusual [KSS+20a].
on top [MV20]. UPS [MRD21]. use [Set21]. using
[BD20, LM21, WAOS+21]. USP10 [KPA+20, KPA+16]. USP19 [CH+21].
USP20 [CM21]. USP20/33 [CM21]. USP22 [BCC+21]. USP22/nonstop
[BCC+21]. USP9X [CHPF+21a, CHPF+21b]. utilize [YMAS20]. UVSSA
[SLL+21].

v [BJSOS+20, BJSOS+21, DLK+21, FWP+20]. V-ATPase [FWP+20].
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